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New York Times bestseller • An artfully playful collection of unexpected and remarkable facts
about animals, illustrated by Swedish artist Maja Säfström. Did you know that an octopus has
three hearts?Or that ostriches can't walk backward?Or that a group of owls is called a
parliament, or that they have three eyelids?Sea otters hold hands in their sleep, bees never
sleep, and penguins laugh when they're tickled!This charming compendium contains over 100
pages of fascinating facts about the animal kingdom illustrated with whimsical detail.

About the AuthorMAJA SÄFSTRÖM is a Stockholm based architect and illustrator who has
gained international recognition for her quirky animal drawings. For more of her works, visit:
www.majasbok.se
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Jane, “Love it. This graceful book has animal drawings and unusual facts about them that thrilled
a 6 yo child and caught the interest of many adults and children who happened to see it. A step
above most books like this.”

Jasmine, “Loved. This book was recommend to me by a friend. I love it and it is perfect for the
coffee table.”

crystal ruthko, “Great book for your child , interesting animal facts. The book is filled with little
known facts about animals . Very interesting , and the pictures are cute”

Mary, “Just great!. All”

eileen j smith, “Everybody learns.. Entertaining source of knowledge for my grandchildren. Use
information while traveling with grandchildren.  I pack this book along with snacks for car trips.”

Elizabeth, “Love!. Lots of unique facts that my kids are gobbling up. They love this book!”

M. Salinas, “Love these books. Beautiful books. Amazing facts and pictures. I want them to make
more! Gorgeous and my 4 year old loves them too!”

Reader, “Great book!!. my kids love love love this book and never get sick of it. The illustrations
and writing are so fun and the random facts are really entertaining and interesting. Great book
for any age!!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Fantastic read!. I'm an adult but really enjoyed reading this animal fact
book. The facts are interesting, true and in some cases, unbelievable! Loved it!”

L. Hall, “Beautifully illustrated childrens book. I brought this book for my son, as I have been
following the author for a while through instagram. The book is lovely, small hardback but loads
of pages with beautiful illustrations. This would make a lovely gift for a young child interested in
animals (and let's face it what child isnt)”

Bo Van D, “Wildlife made artistic !. Well received in good time and as New. Fantastic book for
children and adults to learn about wildlife and other animals, and with sublime drawings which
are a pleasure for theeye and the mind ... Thank you Maja.”

SophieB, “Beautiful illustrations. The illustrations in the book are beautiful and the animal facts
are funny and cute.I bought this as a present for Christmas and the person receiving was happy



with it!”

Carl Rayner, “Good book. It looked very good was bought for a present”

The book by Kiyosi Seike has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 476 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Hardcover: 120 pages
Item Weight: 13.8 ounces
Dimensions: 6.28 x 0.71 x 7.8 inches
Paperback: 128 pages
Reading age: 8 - 10 years
Grade level: 3 - 4
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